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UMAM Congo. . .
by Jon Egeler

Congo

is a word that conjures up visions in many people’s minds of a dark, forbidding, wild place.
Perhaps due to books, movies, and articles published many years ago, people think of
impenetrable rain forest, gorillas, and a land with few people in a vast territory. More recently, people also think
of exotic diseases such as Ebola and almost constant warfare and civil unrest. Thus it comes as no surprise that the
most common question I get when people hear I am heading to the Democratic Republic of Congo is “Is it safe?”

While there are elements of truth in the above
descriptions, they by no means capture what the vast
country is like. The Methodists have been working in
Congo since the late 1800s, so there is a thriving church
there. Aviation has been a vital part of meeting the
needs of the country as a whole, so it is not a surprise
that the Methodist church uses aircraft to help meet
transportation needs.

In October, MSI’s audit team of Jon Egeler and Lyle Reffey
visited UMAM’s Lubmbashi location, where the three aircraft
of North Katanga and Sounth Congo conferences are based.
The aircraft are used to provide transportation for church
leaders and workers, and to help with transporting medical
patients who could not survive the rigors of traveling by road.
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Currently United Methodist Aviation Ministries (UMAM) consists of three different
conferences, each overseeing an aviation program—North Katanga, Central, and South Congo
conferences. Both the North Katanga and South Congo conferences have aircraft (a Cessna
Caravan, a Cessna P210, and a Cessna T210) based in Lubumbashi. Central Congo conference
has a base in Kananga, using a Cessna 206. Funds are being raised to purchase an aircraft for a
fourth conference, East Congo, as well as a Cessna Caravan for South Congo.

All three of UMAM current pilots are Congolese, committed to helping their
own people despite many other job opportunities that would be more lucrative, at
least in monetary terms. One of these, Gaston Ntambo, uses his own money to build
and support a medical guest house for patients seeking treatment in Lubumbashi.
Find out more here: https://www.umcmission.org/Explore-Our-Work/United-Methodist-Aviation-Ministries
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EAA AirVenture 2018
by Jon Egeler

T

his year’s EAA AirVenture esposition in Oshkosh,
Wisconsin, was, as it normally is, a very busy and
exciting week. As usual, there were all kinds of airplanes
there—big ones from the military down to little ones
by home-builders. An attraction this year was not only
the restored B-29 Doc—only the second one currently
flying—but a piloted one-third scale replica of a B-17G,
built by Jack Bally over a period of 17 years.

Picture of Bally Bomber
B-17G courtesy of EAA.

Again this year, many mission aviation organizations and represenatives
were present during the week, with their displays and personnel presenting
their particlar ministries with passion and effectiveness.
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We also spoke at several churches in the area, checked
up on new technology, participated in many meetings and
forums, and did a lot of networking with our clients and
potential volunteers and supporters as well.

Once again, the Mission Aviation Support
Association (MASA) made it possible for the missionaries
to be there by providing food, housing, transportation,
logistics, and lining up speaking engagements.

The MSI team consisting of Jon Egeler, Lyle Reffey,
Terry Brabon, and John Marselus helped by keeping
the Airman’s Lounge going—located behind the IAMA
Missionary Aviation tent—so missionaries could
connect and network, have extended conversations, and
take a break or get some refreshment. Parkwater Aviation
and Covington Aircraft sponsored the Airman’s Lounge,
for which we all were very grateful.

Dennis & Vickie Roeske
If you can come by Oshkosh, Wisconsin the last week
of July next year, stop by and see us. You’ll be glad you did!
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Smoketown Aviation Fair 2018

O

n August 10, representatives from mission aviation schools and
organizations gathered in south-eastern Pennsylvania for the Smoketown
Aviation Fair happening that weekend. This Aviation Fair is hosted annually by
IAMA. MSI was represented by Clay Norman and Lyle Reffey. An FAA Safety
Team was also there, represented by John Sibole, a former MSI Board member.

On the 11th and 12th people came from all over the east
coast to learn about mission aviation. There was something for
everyone. JAARS gave airplane rides in their Helio Couriers. There
was a long waiting line for the MAF 3D simulation of a mission
flight using a VR headset. The children flocked to the MMS and
Ethnos 360 booths to make planes from sheet metal and candy.
They also got to ride on an airplane train. The main tent was abuzz
with activities and people discovering all that God is doing in the
different schools and organizations. Many that stopped at the MSI
table were surprised to learn of all that MSI does to help the schools
and organizations improve the safety of their operations. They also
learned how everyone needs to make safety a way of life, not just
the pilots and mechanics.
In one of the hangars, various reps shared with large crowds.
One pilot shared his testimony of how God had worked in his life
in amazing ways. Another shared about what the missions are
looking for in mechanics and pilots.

One young man was very interested in mission aviation.
After seeing everything and talking with the reps from one of
the schools, God worked in his life. He went home and filled out
an application to begin mechanic’s training at that school this
fall. As God continues to enable him, this young man will one
day be serving with one of the mission aviation organizations.
If you or your family are ever in the Smoketown, PA
area in August, you really need to stop in and check out what
is happening in mission aviation. Many thanks to IAMA and
the Smoketown team for organizing and creating another great
weekend for everyone.
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JAARS Aviation Technical Conference 2018
by Jon Egeler

E

very year, each of the JAARS Subscribing Organizations sends a delegate to the Aviation Technical
Conference (ATC) held at JAARS headquarters in Waxhaw, NC. In addition, guests from partner
organizations such as MSI are often asked to give a report to the group. Also attending are members of the
aviation staff in Waxhaw as they are able.
The purpose of the conference is to agree upon standards, as recorded in the International Standards for
JAARS Aviation Operations (ISJAO). In addition, they discuss subjects of concern or interest to all of them.
MSI has been a long-time invited guest, both to observe and to address the group. We generally give a
report on recent mishaps and lessons learned, as well as share concerns and trends we are seeing. A new feature
added this year was a time of discussion on how the MSI report can and should affect JAARS operations. Joe
Hopkins gave the MSI report this year, and participated in the discussion afterwards.

MSI

NBAA Convention 2018
by Jon Egeler

T

he annual convention of the National Business Aviation
Association (NBAA) alternates between Orlando, Florida and
Las Vegas, Nevada. This year’s convention was held in Orlando,
with the main displays at the Orange County Convention Center,
and static aircraft displays at the Orlando Executive Airport.
One of the events I always look forward to is the annual
leadership breakfast held the morning of the first day. Originally
started as a prayer breakfast for those attending the event, it still

retains much of the same purpose, with excellent speakers each
year. This year’s presentation was on the Tuskegee Airmen.
MSI tries to attend each year if possible, as it is a valuable time
of networking with potential and existing supporters and finding
new qualified volunteers to help in our work. In addition it is an
opportunity to stay abreast of new developments and technology
that will be affecting aviation in the years to come. There are also
always a large number of excellent workshops to attend.
MSI
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Wings Above and UGP Philippines
by Jon Egeler

T

alk about a peripatetic autumn! Only a week after returning
from Asia, I found myself on another flight westward, this one
to ultimately proceed all the way around the world. After stops in
Atlanta and Narita, Japan, we approached the city of Manila well
after dark—and the lights of the vast city were something to behold.

From Manila, there was a several hour drive
north to Subic Bay, where the Wings Above
aircraft and flight program are based. A new
start-up, Wings Above operates a Quest Kodiak
providing executive transport for its owners, and
when the aircraft and crew are available, additional
humanitarian and mission support roles. Just after
I left, the aircraft flew a mission disaster response
survey team to the northern Philippines to survey
damage from Super Typhoon Mangkhut.

After a couple of days in Subic Bay, I
boarded a flight along with some of the Wings
Above personnel to head to Davao, where
the UGP flight program is based. UGP flies a
Cessna 206 with a Soloy turbine conversion.
Additionally, it has access to a Cessna U206G.
UGP’s parent company is partially owned
by the same owners as Wings Above, so they
have the same vision for this flight program
of serving humanitarian and mission needs
when the aircraft and crew are not otherwise
busy providing executive transport.
After a very busy 5 days, I was back on a
plane heading west again, stopping in China,
Thailand, then Kenya, and on to Madagascar
for another audit. The trip home a week later
would take me through Kenya, Netherlands,
Atlanta, and finally home for a week before
heading back to Africa again…

MSI
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Mission Flight Services - Zambia
by Jon Egeler

O

ctober started off with another long flight from Atlanta to
Johannesburg, South Africa (over 15 hours in the air), and
then on to Lusaka, Zambia. I was met at the airport by Bruce
Poideven, who started Mission Flight Services (MFS, formerly
named CMML Flight Service) over 25 years ago. Bruce and his wife
Marilyn have served in Zambia for these many years and in many
different capacities, so they are very familiar with the needs and
how to meet them effectively.
MFS recently had to move from their previous base in Kalene
Hills to the international airport in Lusaka, so they have had to
make many adjustments. They now have two guest houses near the
Lusaka airport, making it very convenient for passengers arriving or
departing on international flights. It also makes it very convenient
for those who will be using MFS aircraft.
MFS operates a
Cessna T207 and a Cessna 182 with a 300 hp Continental IO-520
conversion.
In spite of—or perhaps because of—moving the base to
Lusaka, the demand for MFS services has increased rather than
decreased. They would appreciate prayers for more personnel to
help with the work there.
MSI

Missionary Flights International

M

issionary Flights International (MFI) has been serving the
missionaries in Haiti, Dominican Republic, and Bahamas
for many years. Originally operating out on the ramp of the
West Palm Beach airport, they are now located at the airport in
Fort Pierce, with two huge hangars which can fit all three of their
turbine powered DC-3 aircraft in each of them. Depending on the
time of year and the demand, they fly somewhere between two and
seven times a week during normal times. After natural disasters
such as the earthquake in Haiti or the hurricane in Puerto Rico,
they fly more, trying to meet as many needs as they can with the
resources available to them. The aircraft carry a mixture of cargo

and passengers, with more cargo going down than coming back.
Two of the turbine powered DC-3s are operational, with the
third one still needing a lot of work before it is ready to go. If you or
someone you know is an experienced aircraft mechanic with sheet
metal experience, contact them, they can use you!
Another exciting project is a hospitality center, with short
term housing for volunteer teams and missionaries, located just a
few hundred yards from their hangar. Work has already begun on
installing water, sewer, and electrical lines.
MSI’s audit team consisted of Jon Egeler, Lyle Reffey, Joe and
Barbara Fowler, Rick Brooks, and Jim Cvancara.

MSI
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LeTourneau University
College of Aviation and Aeronautical Science

A

fter a whirlwind of visits to Asia, Africa, and Florida, MSI was
in Longview, Texas, for an audit of LeTourneau University’s
College of Aviation and Aeronautical Science. The audit team
consisted of Jon Egeler, Lyle Reffey, Garry and Cynthia Barkman,
John Reid, and Michael Fox. Lyle and Michael started off the first
two days in McKinney, TX, where LeTourneau has a satellite flight
training program located at the McKinney National Airport (TKI).
This program caters to students who may be working or otherwise
unable to attend the main campus in Longview.
The rest of the team headed to the main aviation campus
located at the East Texas Regional Airport in Longview. Lyle and
Michael joined them on Tuesday evening, after completing the
McKinney interviews and visit. The facilities in Longview are
beautiful, providing a great atmosphere for learning.
Initial flight training is completed in Citabrias, a unique
feature, as the only university to use taildraggers for initial flight
training. Cessna 172s and Piper Seminoles complement the
Citabrias and round out the fleet. Quite a number of courses of

study and aviation degrees are offered, including Aviation Dispatch,
Mission Aviation, Professional Flight, Aviation Management,
Aviation Security, and Remotely Piloted Aircraft Systems.
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SERC of the ISASI. What in the World!
by Joe Hopkins

A

viation is known for lots of acronyms such as ILS (Instrument Landing System)
and GPS (Global Positioning System)—and so many more. However, we are
talking here about the South East Regional Chapter (SERC) of the International Society
of Air Safety Investigators (ISASI.) ISASI has groups around the world plus chapters
here in the USA.
This past July I was invited to speak at this year’s conference held in hot, humid—
but delightful in other ways—Savannah, Georgia. The conference meets annually in a
different city each year. Locations are usually determined by a nearby aviation attraction.
For example, this year in Savannah we were treated to a tour of the Gulfstream factory
where they build those beautiful business jets. Following that, Gulfstream hosted a
dinner for this year’s SERC conferees at the Savannah museum of the 8th Air Force.

This was my third time to be a presenter at the SERC. The first conference at which
I spoke was held in Cocoa Beach, Florida several years ago. During that conference, we
were given a tour of the NASA facilities at Cape Kennedy. In addition, since we were a
group of accident investigators, we were given the privilege, not available to the general
public, of spending time in the lab where NASA investigated the Columbia space shuttle
that disintegrated upon re-entry from its space mission—piecing back together what
parts were available from that tragedy.
My second time to speak was a couple of years ago at the Pensacola, Florida
conference where we toured the incredible naval air museum and also had a private
tour of the navy’s aviation accident investigation lab.
Back to the Savannah conference this year. The conference itself consisted of one
full day with about 45 attendees representing not only the USA but three other countries.
There were eight speakers. My presentations always focus on safety—and/or the lack
thereof—in missionary aviation. Many in attendance are not familiar with mission
aviation so it’s a great opportunity to get the word out among these professionals. I had
help this year in that task. Glenn Grubb of JAARS, Inc. was also a speaker and did a
great job enlightening the folks on things he has learned and developed first as a pilot
flying in Papua, Indonesia and now working in the safety and accident investigation
department of JAARS at their headquarters in Waxhaw, NC.
Others speakers included Hoot Gibson, former NASA astronaut, and two from
the countries of Germany and Kazakhstan.
MSI is grateful for the opportunity to engage with other aviation safety
professionals and share knowledge. Occasionally, as was the case in Savannah, we meet
up with someone highly interested in volunteering their services through MSI for the
purpose of saving precious lives and valuable resources. This makes these opportunities
even more valuable. We want all these efforts to be effective and bring glory to God.
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Glenn Grubb
MSI

Update from the President

A

s you can see from the many articles from all over the world in
this issue regarding MSI efforts, MSI has been very active the
past few months. In fact, people are often surprised by how much
MSI accomplishes given our small size and modest resources. This
is entirely due to the generous people who volunteer their time
and donate funds to further safety in missionary aviation. We have
seen remarkable progress in improving safety, and you, our readers
are responsible, so THANK YOU! I know that the families of the
pilots and passengers are thankful to still have their loved ones with
them, and people and communities are thankful to still have the
aircraft around to provide air service, also.
This next year MSI hopes to begin offering some training
courses for our mission members in various regions of the world.
These will be in the areas of Safety Management Systems (SMS),
accident/incident/occurrence investigation, and root cause
analysis. More details will be forthcoming.

We also are continuing
to research good Flight Data
Monitoring (FDM) options so that
mission organizations and schools
can start or continue tracking flight
parameters and developing a Flight
Operations Quality Assurance
(FOQA) program. This will allow
them to see where potential issues and problems are developing
and correct them before anything bad happens. This “proactive”
approach to safety is the next level in preventing accidents and
incidents, and should have a big impact on safety.
Thank you all once again for your part in

Making Safety A Way of Life!

Jon Egeler
President/CEO

Bombardier Safety Standdown 2018

E

very year Bombardier hosts an excellent safety seminar called the
Safety Standdown in Wichita, Kansas. Probably the best aviation safety
seminar in the world, it is always well worth the time and effort to attend.
The fact that there is no charge to attend, including lunches and a dinner
banquet, only adds to the appeal! A huge variety of top notch speakers
expound on pertinent subjects in the main sessions, and smaller workshops
follow, where more discussion and conversation is often featured.
MSI always enjoys having people there, where we learn a great deal,
meet new friends, network with old ones, and find new volunteers and
resources. If your organization isn’t already sending people to attend,
please consider doing so. Next year’s event will be moved to Dallas, Texas
instead of Wichita, to allow for more attendees. For more information see
https://safetystanddown.com/en. Be forewarned, when registration opens,
don’t delay signing up, as the slots go quickly!
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